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Let R be a commutative ring with identity and M be a finitely generated perfect R-module of 
homological dimension n with a projective resolution 
where rank fk is rk. In this paper, we show that for l<k<n, the ideals Ir-z(fk), Ir_r(fk) and 
I(fk) have the same radical as the annihilator of M, provided either n is even or M is Gorenstein 
and n= 1 mod 4. Thus we show that the rank of the kth syzygy of M, rk 23, for l<k<Pd(M) 
if the module M is perfect of even homological dimension or Gorenstein and Pd(M) E 1 mod 4. 
Introduction 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity and M be a finitely generated R-module 
having finite free resolution 
fn fk fi 
F:O - F,, -F,_, - ..a - Fk - Fk_, ---+ ... -F, -F,, 
with rank fk = rk. Suppose that Ext’(M, R) = 0 for i< n. Then we show [Theorem 
2.2, 2.31 that for l<k<n, the ideals Zrkpz(fk), Zrk-l(fk) and Z(fk) have the same 
radical as the annihilator of AI, provided either n is even or r,, = 1 and it = 1 mod 4. 
Let us start with Buchsbaum-Eisenbud structure theorems for finite free resolu- 
tions [3]. For a resolution F of free oriented modules of finite type, they proved the 
existence of maps a,:R+l\” Fk_,, krl, and bk:Fz+Ark-’ Fk_, for k>l, such 
that, A’” fk = ak 0 a:+ 1 and jjrk-t fk = b ko4+1, where Cik+l(X)=x(ak+I(l)(rk)) and 
& is the orientation of Fz. One important consequence of the existence of these 
structure maps is that for k> 1, m=l/l(ak) and ~/m c im. Bruns 
[l] has shown that higher structure maps, namely the factorization of Ark-‘fk 
through dk+ 1, do not exist in general. However, the existence of such factorizations 
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for ic(n -2)/(n - k) was conjectured in [3] and later proved by Lebelt [6,7] in 
characteristic zero and by Weyman [8] in general. 
If the inclusion fm c im holds for i< k< n, it will give a simple 
proof of the syzygy conjecture. In the case when the ring contains a field, the syzygy 
conjecture has been proved by Evans and Griffith [4]. Thus Theorem 2.2 shows that 
if M is perfect of even homological dimension, rkz 3 for k> 1. 
Let Sk denote cokerfk+, so that Sk is a kth syzygy. The syzygy conjecture states 
that if the rank of S, is less than k, then S, is projective. Now suppose 4-c 
i=) for i<k<n. By rk<k, then we have by [3] R=J/~c~= 
~/ml. But Ilrcfk+l> = R is equivalent to cokerfk+ 1 being projective. Thus, S, is 
projective if rk < k. In particular, dm C J/m implies that rk 2 i + 1. Thus, 
Theorem 2.2 shows that if M is perfect of even homological dimension, rk?3 
for k>l. 
1. Preparation 
R is a commutative noetherian ring with identity. All modules considered are 
finitely generated. For any homomorphism f: F-, G of R-modules, Z,(f) is the 
image of the induced map /\’ F@ /\’ G* + R. If F and G are free modules, 
choosing bases, f can be identified with a matrix and Z,(f) is the Fitting ideal of 
r x r minors off. By the rank off, we mean the largest integer r such that /\‘f #O. 
When r= rank f, Z,.(f) is denoted by Z(f). If F is an oriented free module of rank 
r, there is a canonical identification, /\” F= A’ F*, for 05 is r. We now state the 
structure theorems of Buchsbaum and Eisenbud. 
Theorem A [3, Theorems 3.1 and 6.11. Let 
f” fk Ii 
F:O---tF,-F,~,~..‘-F,~F,_,-...-F,-F, 
be a finite free resolution of oriented R-modules with rank fk = rk and rk, the orien- 
tation of Fz. Then, 
(a) for each k, 1 I k< n, there exists unique maps ak : R + A*” Fk-, such that 
(1) Am fn=an, and 
(2) the diagram, 
R 
commutes. 
(b) m=V’mfor k>l. 
(c) for k > 1, there exist maps bk : Fk* + A’” -’ Fk_ 1 such that the diagram 
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commutes, where a k+l(x)=x(ak+~(l)(&)) and hence 
(4 dmrflmfor all k>!. 
In general, we have maps ak+, : A’“-’ Fk + A” Fk* I+“‘- by ~k+l(X)=X(ak+l(l)(rk)). 
Lebelt [4,.5] and Weyman [6] have proved the existence of higher structure maps 
c~,:/\‘F~*+~~-~ Fk _, such that A’“-‘.& = ci(ak+ ,) provided i 5 (n - 2)/(n - k). 
They showed that for such values of i and k, the ith exteriorpower of the kth syzygy 
module, l\’ Sk, is at ieaSt a second syzygy. When Ai Sk is a second syzygy the exis- 
tence of the maps C; can be established in a manner similar to that of maps ak [8]. 
Here, we give a different argument presented by Bruns [l, p. 8951. 0 
Theorem 1.1 (Bruns). Let F be a resolution as in Theorem A and let &=imfk. If 
A’ Sk is a second syzygy, then there exists a map cf, : l\’ Ft + A’“-’ Fk_, such that 
A”-‘f,=C;(&+l). 
Proof. Since Sk has a finite free resolution, it is orientable. Choose an orientation 
[kE(A’” Sk)* Of Sk and let fli : l\’ &+(/jrki;’ Sk)* be the map given by pi (x)(y) = 
,Ui(y AX). pi is an isomorphism in depth I 1. kerpi is a submodule of the torsion 
free module A’ & and vanishes in depth zero. Hence kerpi = 0. Similarly, if p is a 
prime ideal in the support of coker ,Ui, depth Rrr2. But both A’ Sk and (A’“-’ Sk)* 
are second syzygies and have depth at least two when localized at p. It follows that 
depth,&coker c(i&,> 1. But (coker pi)p = 0 for all height one primes p, which is im- 
possible, hence, coker pi = 0 and pi is an ismorphism. 
Now, consider the following commutative diagram: 
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where c: is obtained by lifting (pi&’ v : A”-’ F$_, + A’ S,. Dualizing, we get the 
factorization maps CL such that Ark-j fk=cL6k+l. 0 
Theorem 1.2. Let F be a finite free resolution as in Theorem A, with r, = 1. Then 
the maps CL exist if is (n - 3)/(n -k - 1) and n-k is even. 
Proof. Let S, = coker fk+, . Under the hypothesis on i, k, and r,, by [7], r\’ S, has 
a free resolution 
& g, g1 ~--tp,--tP,_,-~~~-P,-P,_,-~~~-P,-P,, 
such that s=(n-k-I)i+I(n-2 and depth(g,)?min{n,k+t). It follows that 
A’ Sk is a second syzygy. By Theorem 1 .l, there exist maps ci as desired. 0 
2. Perfect modules 
In this section, M is a perfect module of projective dimension n, i.e. Ext’(M,R) = 
0, for i#n. Let 
fn fk fl ~~~-_*F,--,F,_,--t~~~---tF,~F,_,---,~~~--tF,~F,~~--t~ 
be a projective resolution of A4 with rank fk = rk and rank Fk = Sk. 
We note that by the exactness criterion of [I], Sk = rk + rk+, and depth I( fk) r k. 
Therefore, for any prime ideal p of R, rank fk = rank(f& and Ir(f& = I,(fk,) for 
any r. Also, A4 is torsion with fa=m. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A4 be a perfect module of homological dimension n with a resolu- 
tion F as above. Then for all k> 1, m = JIM = JI’~M~ 
Proof. By the discussion above, without loss of generality, we may assume R is a 
local ring and F is a free resolution. By Theorem A(a),(b), 
(i) v%)c_(~=V~ for lsk<n. 
Since M is perfect, F* is exact. By applying Theorem 1.1 to F*, we get 
(ii) im=Jfm for l<ksn. 
Combining (i) and (ii), mCimG1/17f,, for 15 k<n. So, l/lo= 
m = m = ia, for 1 < k 5 n. Moreover, by Theorem A, the existence of 
the maps bk, imply Ilr,,(fk)~lll(ak,,)=~/a for l<ksn. But l/lr-l(fk)a 
l// ;m=l/%nb for k> 1. Thus, m=im) =l/a for all 
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Theorem 2.2. Let A4 be perfect with a resolution F as above of length n. Then for 
l<k<n, ~/m=i&&? if kz(n+2)/2 or kin/2. In particular, if n is 
even, l/m=ja_for all l<k<n. 
Proof. We may assume R is local and F is a free resolution. By [3-61, there 
exist maps ci: A2 F,*-+Arke2 Fk_lr such that A’“_2 fk = cE&+i provided 21 
(n - 2)/(n - k). Hence V-C fm if k> (n + 2)/2. Since F* is also exact, 
similarly, we get i-C m if n-k+lz(n+2)/2, i.e. if kin/2. By 
Lemma 2.1, l/l(ak)=~/m=da for k>l. So, flm~~/ann% for 
k? (n + 2)/2 as well as for kc n/2. But im > m = iann%?. Hence, 
im = m= j/a for kr (n + 2)/2 or k 5 n/2. Finally, if n is even, 
k? (n+2)/2 and kin/2 exhaust all possible values of k between 1 and n. Hence 
fix=m=l/afor l<k<n. q 
Theorem 2.3. Let M be perfect with a resolution F, as above, of length n. Suppose 
r,=l and n=l mod4. Then, fm=m=y’i%%for l<k<n. 
Proof. We need only consider the case k= (n + 1)/2, for in all other cases we have 
the result from Theorem 2.2. We may assume that R is local. Let S, = imf,. S, has 
a finite free resolution of length n - k = (n - 1)/2 which is even. Also, r,, = 1 and 
(n - 3)/(n -k - 1) = 2. Hence by Theorem 1.2, there exists a factorization map ci 
such that l\“-2fk=c~C~+,. So, jmr~/m=~/a&@ for k=(n+1)/2. 
This proves the theorem. 0 
Remark 2.4. In view of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, for a perfect module of homological 
dimension n, if the rank of the kth syzygy module is rk, then rk?3, for 1~ k<n, 
as long as n is even or r,, = 1 and n = 1 mod 4. 
Corollary 2.5. Suppose R is a commutative noetherian local ring and I is a perfect 
ideal of grade n. Then, for the minimal resolution F of R/I, for all k, 1 <kc n, 
im=m=flandh ence rk 13, provided n is even or I is Gorenstein and 
n=l mod4. 0 
Finally, Lemma 2.1 gives an easy proof for the following theorem of Hochster [5]: 
Corollary 2.6. Let f: R -+ S be a homomorphism of local rings and I an ideal of R 
of height n. Suppose R/I is perfect (Gorenstein) and that the extension IS f S of I 
in S has depth2 n. Then I” is perfect (Gorenstein) of height n. 
Proof. Let 
4 4 F:O-R=F,--t~~.-Ft-Ff_,-~~~ -F,%R-R/I 
be the minimal resolution of R/Z, with rank dr = r,. 
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By Theorem 2.1, m = fl = for all t. Consider the complex F OR S of free 
S-modules. We have coker(d, 0 1) = R/P and rank dt 0 15 r, for all t. 
NOW, jm = ifm = )!ft>)>f(m) = f(fl)>f(O. Hence, 
dqzmj a IS. 
But depth IS L n. Therefore rank d, @ 1 = rl and depth d-2 n for all 
1 s tzz n. By the exactness criterion of [2], F OR S is exact and hence the minimal 
resolution of R/IS. We conclude that IS is perfect (Gorenstein) and of height 
n. 0 
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